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Rene Descartes

Review the distinguishing features of modern Western Philosophy.

What are the chief characteristics of modern western philosophy? How far

these have been expressed in Descarte’s philosophy? How far these have been

expressed in Descarte’s philosophy?

How has modern European philosophy begun? Whom do you consider the

father of modern philosophy?

Why is Descartes called the father of modern philosophy?

Characteristics of medieval philosophy:

In the history of western philosophy man’s religious proclivities played an important

role in medieval philosophy. The church had a wide sphere of influence in the life of the

average man, so much so that it was left to the Church to determine what he would

think and what he would not. Intellectual domination of this order naturally created

feelings of unrest and revolt in those given to free and untramelled thinking, a revolt

which could not be quelled by the persecution inflicted by the devoted upon those who

would not toe the line, though, even the thinking individual was perplexed by religious

questions concerning the nature of God, the number of deities, angels etc. Truth was

believed to be mysterious, comprehended only through religious intuition and faith.

Tendencies of the modern age:

Western philosophy in the modern period began as revolt against the religion

oriented thinking of the medievals and had its origin in the intellectual tendencies, the

new intellectual awaking that flooded Europe. Falkenberg puts it very succinctly, “Never

before this was there such an enthusiastic clamour for definite knowledge and unbiased

thought.” Thinkers developed a keen critical faculty, refusing to accept traditions and

scripture without critical examination. Every sphere of man’s life, thought, feeling and

action were to be liberated from the tyrannizing influences of the Church, the state and

society, the privileges to be destroyed. Martin Luther’s campaign against Church

domination had already begun. Modern philosophy at this stage was thus characterized

mainly by the tendencies generated and engendered during the period of renaissance.
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In the field of authority the state gradually divested the church of its powers

and thus replaced theocracy by nationhood. People also began to prefer democratic

forms of government to the monarchical or aristocratic forms that existed. There

was more vehement demand for social justice and equal rights. This tendency

towards freedom, characteristic of the modern period, is best expressed by the

opposition to state interference in the private lives of citizens. In the field of

commerce, this revolt found expression in the desire to put an end to all economic

activities. The policy of laissez faire expresses this demand for freedom in trade

and commerce admirably, through this is a much later concept. This theory is

accepted in most democratic and capitalist states.

This widespread desire for freedom found its expression in the field of thought

in the form of idealism. Reason and logic were accepted as the final criteria both

in the field of science and of philosophy. That the truth could not be arrived at

through the statement of the Pope or through the teaching of the Church but could

be obtained only through free thinking was generally realised by the intellectuals.

And hence, thinking turned from religious or supernatural subjects to others which

were essentially natural. Religion was pushed into the background by science and

philosophy. Casual events in all aspects of life were explained by natural laws, a

tendency which was not limited only to natural and social sciences but extended

also to religion. Natural causes were believed to be at the root of everything.

Obviously,  the main point of departure form medieval thinking in modern

philosophy, is the growing faith in the human reason. It is faith which was

responsible for the fresh researches and explorations in the field of natural science;

the tendency was also responsible for an unprecedented progress in every field of

life. Knowledge was sought after not only for its own sake but also for the practical

application to which it would be put in life. Beginning with Francis Bacon every

new thinker wanted to improve life by applying the results of research into Nature.

It was generally hoped that progress in science would revolutionize art, technology,

medicine, politics and social welfare.

Independence and freedom were demanded in the field of ethics and religion

also and the prerogative of the Church was repudiated. Laws governing thinking

were determined by logic and discussion. Man disposed of the erstwhile
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intervention of the Church between himself and God and tried to establish relations

with God on an individual basis.

Characteristics of Modern Philosophy

Modern western philosophy shows the clear imprint of the tendencies outlined

above. The desire for independence found expression in the freedom of enquiry and

thinking and the opposition to all form of tyrannical domination. Objective knowledge

in every sphere was demanded and produced. Each philosopher and thinker occupied

himself with analysing the world about himself, free from all preconceived notions and

prejudices. Soon he began to see the world as a mechanical arrangement and not as a

living entity passessed of life, soul and will which reflects the adoption of an analytical

and critical approach instead of the old one dominated by faith.

Thus, the chief characteristic of modern western philosophy would appear to be

the following:

1. Idealistic tendency - Modern Western philosophy is idealistic because it

believes that reason or mind is the best instrument for the search after truth.

2. Naturalism – Naturalism is another characteristic of Modern Western

philosophy since it wants to provide an objective and scientific analysis of the

internal and external nature.

3. Inducement for freedom – The inducement for freedom, which is a chief

tendency of modern western philosophy, finds expression in the independent

search for truth. From this stand-point it resembles the ancient Greek system

of thought rather than medieval philosophy.

4. Scientific – Modern western philosophy is scientific since it is concerned mainly

with the new science, particularly with the natural sciences.

Yet, the above account of the more conspicuous trend in modern western thought

should not induce the feeling that all medieval trends have vanished completely. In the

historical process every new age leaves in some manner or other and retains connection

with the old, irrespective of the degree of its revolt.

And, although the modern philosophers are critical of the medieval

philosopher’s methods and questions, their own thought reflects some imprint of

their predecessor’s thinking. The faith that Bacon, Descartes, Berkeley and Leibnitz
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exhibited in the dogma of the Church is ample evidence of this, but it can

nevertheless be, stated that modern philosophy is protestant in its thinking.

Descartes Father of Modern Philosophy:

Descartes’ philosophy shows the characteristics of modern philosophy mentioned

above. It was he who first tried to rid philosophy of all subjective prejudices and to

place it on the same plane as a science which was as objective as mathematics. Like

Bacon, he too stressed the practical aspects of knowledge and attached great

importance to philosophy being useful from the practical standpoint. He wrote,

“Philosophy is a perfect knowledge of all that man can know as well as for conduct of

his life as for preservation of his health and the discovery of all the arts,” Descartes was

impressed with science and mathematics and wanted philosophy to be no less practical

and exact, and it was this that led him to adopt a mathematical methodology in his

solution of philosophical problems. He decided to employ only proved philosophical

rationals means and looked down with contempt on the medieval philosopher’s thinking

which clearly showed the stamp of faith. It was only natural that he should have accepted

reason as the final criterion in the field of philosophy. Since reason is subjective the

process of thinking must also be said to depend upon individual effort. Thus Descartes’

system of thought exhibits all the characteristics of modern western philosophy

naturalism, scientific orientation and freedom of thought, and it is for this reason that he

was known as the father of modern western philosophy.

The tendencies which his system of thought gave rise to, later on developed and

flowered in the hands of the thinkers who followed him. They are:

1. Rationalism – the rationalistic tendency which first appeared in Desecrates’

thought developed in Spinoza’s Philosophy and reached its zenith in the

philosophy of Leibnitz.

2. Mathematical Method – Descartes was the first to adopt the mathematical

method in his philosophy, but it later evolved into the geometric method of

Spinoza. Leibnitz adopted and modified it in a scientific manner.

3. Scientific approach – Descartes looked at philosophy from the standpoint of

the scientist and by defining the boundaries between the material and the mental

he freed science from religion and spiritualism. The Descartes’ scientific

philosophy into practical shape.
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4. Practicability – Descartes looked upon philosophy not merely as mental

gymnastic but as something which could guide person in his practical life. A

similar practical attitude is to be found in the philosophies of Spinoza and

Leibnitz.

5. Philosophical problems – the problems that Descartes had considered the

relation between mind and body, the form and content of nature, etc. were

later to become the subject mater of all later philosophical preoccupations.

It is obvious from the above account that just as Bacon was the father of the

scientific method and inductive reasoning, Descartes was the father of modern western

philosophy, since all the characteristics of this philosophy are found in his system of

thought where they appeared for the first time. The ideals that he adopted in his thinking

were accepted by the later thinkers, and the path that he cleared was followed by the

rest. They considered the same problems that he had dwelt upon. He was the first to

try to render philosophy more practical and accurate, but he was not the last. For him

reason and logic were the final arbiters of the truth of any field, and this tendency was

borrowed not only by the rationalists but even by the latter empiricists and by even

Kant the transcendentalist. The dualism that he introduced into Western thought through

his system of philosophy can be seen to exist in one form or another right up to the time

of Hegel. For all these reasons Descartes has been accepted as the father of

modern philosophy.
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Describe Descartes’ philosophical method and discuss its merits and
limitations.

What according to Descartes is the Criterian of truth? Does he consistently

up hold the Criterian in his own philosophy?

“The philosophy of Descartes is an explicit recognition of the scientific spirit.”

Discuss this statement with special reference to Descartes’ method of

philosophy.

Explain Descartes method of doubt. What are its limitations?

 “The doubt in Descartes is the starting point of philosophy, not its

conclusion.” Explain and discuss fully.

Explain fully the Cartesian method in philosophy.

Method of Doubt:

Descartes wanted his philosophical thinking to be objective and rational,

and therefore, he adopted the method of doubt. He noticed that there was no

thought concerning which we could be completely certain. Besides, many of the

problems that had agitated the medieval philosophers showed such complete

differences of opinion that no definite conclusion seemed possible. It followed

that we could learn nothing from the directives given by others. Also we should

not accept everything that is stated to be true by others, but we should in fact, look

for the truth. Since he was a rationalist, Descartes believed that as long as we did

not grasp any fact clearly we should not accept it as true merely on the strength of

another person’s saying it is so. It is necessary that we should keep an eye on our

own prejudices in all philosophical thinking. From one’s very childhood one is

subjected to innumerable impressions which motivate one’s thought. For the

objective thinker it is essential to avoid these prejudices or impressions because

many of them are proved false by individual experience. Thus, obviously, we

cannot find our path merely with the help of our impressions. Sensations, on the

other hand, are also not reliable, we are often misled. Besides, we have no way

of knowing whether the impression of sensation transmitted to us by the sense organ is

actually a copy of real objects or not. In the same way, we are not certain about the

reality of our bodies and actions since these lead to deception. We dream and accept

the content of our dreams as true but once we are awake the dream is proved to be
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false, and if the dream state is compared to the waking state we are more often

than not placed in a dilemma. Can anything determine for us whether that which

we are experiencing at the moment is part of a dream world or an element of

reality? How can we distinguish definitely and distinctly between the dream state

and the waking state? Is a dream false only because it does not resemble the

waking state? Why would it be wrong to consider the waking state as untrue

because it does not coincide with one’s dream world? Which of the two is the

real world? It is perfectly possible that everything we observe and experience in

our waking moments may be false, that our real world may be nothing more than a

trick of our imagination, that it may have no existence out side the limits of our

mental capacity. And this is not all. Even the conclusions of mathematics are

suspects because on occasion they too are found to be inaccurate. Descartes doubts

everything and anything “I suppose, accordingly, that all the things I see are false,

I believe that none of these things which my deceptive memory presents to me are

true. I suppose that I have no sense. I believe that body’s figure, motion and place

are nothing but fictions of my mind. What is there that can be thought true? Perhaps

only that nothing in the world is certain’.

But “The doubt in Descartes is the starting points of his philosophy not its

conclusion”. He actually starts from doubt in order to achieve truths that are beyond

doubt. The foregoing account of the method of doubt appears to prove finally that only

doubt is the real existence since without it there can be doubt. It is from this point that

Descartes starts his search for inviolable truths. Once the existence of doubt has been

established the next question to be answered is what is this doubt? Doubt is thought

and there fore the existence of thought cannot be doubted since such a thought which

and if thought is not accepted it would lose meaning.

Doubt or thought can exist only if there is some one to doubt or to think,

hence the need for a thinker. Descartes thus comes to the conclusion that doubt

implies thought and this turn implies the presence of I am. Starting from a standpoint

of doubt Descartes thus establishes the certainty of rational self.
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Descartes’ philosophical method:

As was pointed out earlier, Descartes was impressed by the mathematical

method. He also wanted to reach certain fundamental truths which could be accepted

by everyone without question and which should also not require any proof. To

him, this universality was exhibited only by mathematic since no one doubts the

maxims of mathematics. He tried to analyses and find out the universal and real

element in this subject which raised it above doubt. Though this analysis he arrived

at the mathematical method and applied it to philosophy. He observed that the

medieval philosophers had differed in their opinions on every conceivable subject

and also that all science based on this medieval philosophy failed to provide any

concrete facts. Therefore, if science is to yield any definite positive results and if

it is to be provided with a solid basis then it must be founded in real knowledge.

It has been appropriately observed that “The philosophy of Descartes is the explicit

recognition of the scientific spirit.”

Descartes states that man should himself try to study Nature. “We shall never

become philosophers even though we should read all the reasoning of Plato and Aristotle,

if we cannot form a sound judgment upon any proposition.” And Descartes had every

desire to become a philosopher. He had chosen the philosopher’s profession for himself

and he knew that success in it could be had only by following inexorable laws

that can help one to reach real and definite facts, knowing another’s opinion

amounts to nothing more than historical knowledge which can never make one

either a philosopher or a scientist. To be a philosopher he must lend his own mind

to meditation. The method of mathematics is ideal for such independent meditation

for it is only through this method that we can achieve any unquestionable

propositions. Everybody accepts that two and two make four or that the sum total

of the angles of a triangles is equal to two right angles, thus, if the method of

mathematics is adopted it should be possible to find all ultimate truths such as

existence of God, the immortality of the  soul, reality of the world and other

similar enigmas. It is only a concrete philosophy of this kind which can provide

science with the foundation it requires.
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The mathematical method :

What is this mathematical method? In this one proceeds from certain self-

evident propositions or statements that are accepted without question. From these

self-evident propositions one precedes to some implied propositions though

deduction. These latter statements are not less than the self-evident propositions

so long as the deduction has proceeded correctly. In his manner new facts are

arrived at deductively. In addition to this Descartes has also stressed the value of

the inductive method which is based on mathematical method and differs from the

scientific method of induction. Insight is another method that Descartes found

acceptable in the search for ultimate truths.

Laws of thought:

Descartes laid down the following laws to govern the use of the method of insight

in his philosophical meditation:

1. I will not accept any concept as true as long as I do not have distinct knowledge

of its truth.

2. Any difficulty that is the subject of my study shall be divided by me into as

many parts as I can as many parts as may be necessary for solution.

3. I will conduct any analysis by starting from that which is simple and can

be acquired without undue efforts and will proceed to the more complex

and difficult laws.

4. I will make the counting of examples so complete and the study so

comprehensive that nothing will evade attention.


